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A BRAND NEW COOKBOOK BY: SARA WINLET If you are trying to lose weight, you will want
to meet your new best friend, your slow cooker. This low calorie slow cooker recipe book makes
it easy to cook healthy, affordable meals without spending hours in the kitchen. At 450 calories
or less per serving, these stew, chicken, beef, and pork recipes will help you lose weight as you
enjoy delicious, nutritious meals.

About the AuthorMarie-Ève Richard, Annie Talbot et Evelyne Bergevin sont trois nutritionnistes
de l'Université de Montréal. Œuvrant dans des domaines de pratique complémentaires, elles se
retrouvent toutes au sein de l'équipe Nutri-Énergie. Fondée par Evelyne et Marie-Ève, cette
entreprise offre une panoplie de services nutritionnels dont notamment des consultations
individuelles, des ateliers DME et des formations pour les CPE et garderies.--This text refers to
the paperback edition.
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From My Kitchen To Yours (Slow Cooker Recipes From Dinner To Dessert) Stir-Fry Yourself
Skinny (Low Fat, Stir-Fry Diet Recipes, Lose Weight Healthy Without Diet Pills Book 1)
Vegetarian Slow Cooker Recipes: Top 71 Quick & Easy Vegetarian Crockpot Recipe Book



SearchingforTruth, “I doubt it will happen ... that I will slow cook myself skinny.... but. Great low
calorie recipes. I definitely would recommend the chicken and white bean chili.From someone
who lives in the heart of Tex-Mex..... and who always has thought chili was made with beef, and
red beans, it was a pleasant surprise. Give it, and the book a try.What I love most about slow
cooker recipes is that they don't require using every pot and pan in the kitchen.This is a great
cook book. Summer time means let's don't heat up the house, by using the oven. Let's usethe
slow cooker.  These recipes pretty much have you covered.”

Jbarr5, “healthy slow cooker meals. Slow-Cook Yourself Skinny (Low Fat, Low Calorie Slow
Cooker Meals)Colorful with pictures and nutritional information. What I really liked also is that
you just throw the ingredients all into the cooker, no fuss!shrimp and rice would be my favorite to
try.Information at the very beginning tells you how to make the meals more healthier and by
substituting some of the ingredients.Gets right into the recipes and doesn't waste your time by
telling you all the differences between the slow cookers and pressure cookers.”

Phyllis Ballou, “Variety in Tastes, Ease of Healthy Cooking!. I love cooking and eating, but
sometimes the crockpot is a necessity of life! My husband and I are dieting and this book
surprisingly offers so many different tastes within this small amount of recipes (as compared to
my other cookbooks of 500 recipes each, which do not excite my taste buds like this book). Just
reading these recipes made me want to cook each one of these. Also they are simple and easy
enough for my husband to accomplish without instruction! So, he's on his own! He can even
copy the ingredients and shop alone also. Then we can get together to enjoy these varied and
delicious meals together and have time to enjoy each other! What a wonderful book offering!
Thanks!  Five star from me.”

Booklover99, “Looks Fabulous. I admit that this review is based solely on reading and not
actually trying these recipes. That said....every recipe looks easy, delicious and has a decent
nutritional count for dieters. I love slow cooking, but am not fond of all the recipes calling for
processed ingredients. Many of these recipes call for fresh, easily found ingredients. I can't wait
to try some. Thank you for providing this free download. I expect to upgrade my rating to 5 stars
after actually cooking!”

Avid Mystery Reader, “Good recipes. This is a good recipe book for easy meals with lower
calories. You do have to watch some of the recipes as they have some accompaniment that
have significant calories that are not included in the calories for the dish. For example the low fat
chips for the Mexican dish or the bun for the pulled chicken sandwich. However, the ingredients
are flavorful while reducing calories.”



Kat's Mom, “A nice assortment of recipes. It is too soon to tell if this actually would help you lose
weight, but the recipes are very appealing. I made the Santa Fe Chicken BUT the amount of
cayenne pepper listed was waaaay too much! It called for one teaspoon which would have taken
skin off the roof of your mouth! I used only 1/4 teaspoon which made it nice and spicy. Use
discretion with the spice amounts.”

Delphine, “Great book. Found it easy to follow”

The book by Sara Winlet has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 201 people have provided feedback.
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